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How to Prove Serial Ports Are Working 
This method uses DEBUG.EXE and External Loopback. 

The following procedure uses the DOS-based DEBUG.EXE program to confirm proper 
operation (or existence) of serial ports. We will configure the port for external data loopback (tie 
Tx and Rx together) and use low-level debugging techniques to test if a character can be 
transmitted and received properly. This is a simple, low-level data transmission/reception test, 
handshaking lines are not evaluated. 

1. Configure for Data Loopback 
The test involves transmitting two different characters. We will prove the characters are properly 
"echoed" back to the receiver. To accomplish this, a loopback circuit between the Transmit (Tx) 
signal and the Receive (Rx) signal must be established. Often this is done by tying pins 2 and 3 
together on the DB-9 connector. A more convenient method (if you have a spare jumper 
available), it to remove the DB-9 adapter cable, and insert a 0.1" shorting jumper across pins 3 
and 5 on the exposed dual-row 0.1" board header (this is convenient because pins 3 and 5 are 
next to each other). With this jumper in place, every byte transmitted should echo back to the 
receiver. When the jumper is removed, loopback will fail. 

2. I/O Addresses 
The next step is to know the specific I/O port addresses for several registers associated with the 
serial port being tested. We will manually interact with these registers using DEBUG.EXE to 
perform the test. COM1-COM4 are standard PC COM ports, COM5-COM7 are add-on serial 
ports, usually provided by a PC/104 PCM-3640 Quad Serial Port expansion module. The PCM-
3640 is configured to operate in "Enhanced Mode" at a (board) base address of 200h. 

Note: Care must be taken not to think of COM5-COM8 as true COM ports because DOS and 
BIOS do not support more than four ports. 

 

                    Receive   Transmit  Divisor   Divisor   Line      Line 

Channel   Base      Buffer    Buffer    Latch LSB Latch MSB Control   Status 

          BASE+0    BASE+0    BASE+0    BASE+0    BASE+1    BASE+3    BASE+5 

============================================================================ 

COM1      3F8       3F8       3F8       3F8*      3F9*      3FB       3FD 

COM2      2F8       2F8       2F8       2F8*      2F9*      2FB       2FD 

COM3      3E8       3E8       3E8       3E8*      3E9*      3EB       3ED 

COM4      2E8       2E8       2E8       2E8*      2E9*      2EB       2ED 

COM5      200       200       200       200*      201*      203       205 

COM6      208       208       208       208*      209*      20B       20D 

COM7      210       210       210       210*      211*      213       215 

COM8      218       218       218       218*      218*      21B       21D 

* The divisor registers only occupy these addresses when the D7 (DLAB) = 1 in the Line Control 
register. 

3. Software Environment 
It is critical to run the following tests under DOS (not a "DOS Box" under Windows). If 
necessary, create a bootable floppy disk with DEBUG.EXE on it, and boot from the floppy. 

4. Port Initialization  
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This test assumes nothing about the state of the serial port, thus we need to initialize the port to 
operate in a mode which will support our tests. We'll initialize the port for 9600 8,N,1 using 
DEBUG.EXE. 

Example for COM1 

 

  -o 3FC 4       ;Reset the serial port 

  -o 3FB 80      ;Line Control Register D7(DLAB)=1.  

                 ;This is done to gain access to Baud Rate registers 

  -o 3F8 C       ;Divisor Latch LSB. Multiplier for 9600 baud = 000C 

  -o 3F9 0       ;Divisor Latch MSB. Multiplier for 9600 baud = 000C 

  -o 3FB 3       ;Line Control Register D7(DLAB)=0, No Parity, 1 Stop Bit, 8 Data Bits 

Example for COM5 

 

  -o 204 4       ;Reset the serial port 

  -o 203 80      ;Line Control Register D7(DLAB)=1.  

                 ;This is done to gain access to Baud Rate registers 

  -o 200 C       ;Divisor Latch LSB. Multiplier for 9600 baud = 000C 

  -o 201 0       ;Divisor Latch MSB. Multiplier for 9600 baud = 000C 

  -o 203 3       ;Line Control Register D7(DLAB)=0, No Parity, 1 Stop Bit, 8 Data Bits 

Note: Adjust the I/O port addresses as appropriate if you are debugging other serial ports. 

5. Confirmation of Idle Status  
Before we jump into the testing phase, it's a good idea to confirm that the serial port is idle. If 
"junk" characters exist in the receiver, we will want to throw them away. 

Question: Are there any characters in the Receiver Buffer that are waiting to be "picked up"? 

Type the following command to display the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3FD         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 205         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Debug will display the current value of the Line Status Register. 

 If the number is 60, this indicates the Receiver Buffer is empty. This is good! Go to step 
7. 

 If the number isn't 60, this indicates we should try to empty the Receiver Buffer. This is 
not bad! Go to step 6. 

6. Emptying Receiver Buffer  
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This step only needs to be performed if step #5 indicated the port was not idle. 

Type the following command to read the Receiver Buffer 16 times. This will empty the 16-
character FIFO. 

Note: After you type the first -i command, press the F3 key 15 times to repeat the command. 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--- Type this command first 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--+ 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | <--- Press F3 to repeat 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--+ 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--- Type this command first 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--+ 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | <--- Press F3 to repeat 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer        | 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer     <--+ 

Go to step 5 to confirm idle status again. If you are unable to empty the Receiver Buffer, this is 
bad! 

7. Transmit 55  
Type the following command to transmit character 55: 

Example for COM1 
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  -o 3F8 55      ;Transmit Buffer 

Example for COM5 

 

  -o 200 55      ;Transmit Buffer 

8. Confirmation of Loopback  
Character 55 should now be waiting in the Receiver Buffer. Let's check the Line Status 
Register. We expect D0=1. 

Question: Are there any characters in the Receiver Buffer that are waiting to be "picked up"? 

Type the following command to display the contents of the Line Status Register. 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3FD         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 205         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Debug will display the current value of the Line Status Register. 

 If the number is 60, this indicates the Receiver Buffer is empty, which means the 
loopback failed. This is bad! 

 If the number is 61, this indicates the character has been received. This is good! Go to 
step 9. 

 If the number is anything else, this indicates some type of transmission error. 

9. Receive and Verify 55  
Character 55 which was transmitted in step 7 is now waiting in the Receiver Buffer. 

Question: Does the received data = 55? 

Type the following command to read the Receiver Buffer: 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer 
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Debug will display the data: 

 If the number is 55, this indicates successful loopback. This is good! Go to step 10. 
 If the number isn't 55, this indicates data corruption. This is bad! Stop here. 

10. Transmit 33  
Now we want to repeat the loopback test using different data. If we can prove the serial port can 
properly loopback two different characters, then we're well on our way to confirming the serial 
port is healthy. 

Type the following command to transmit character 33: 

Example for COM1 

 

  -o 3F8 33      ;Transmit Buffer 

Example for COM5 

 

  -o 200 33      ;Transmit Buffer 

11. Confirmation of Loopback  
Character 33 should now be waiting in the Receiver Buffer. Let's check the Line Status 
Register. We expect D0=1. 

Question: Are there any characters in the Receiver Buffer that are waiting to be "picked up"? 

Type the following command to display the contents of the Line Status Register: 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3FD         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 205         ;Read the Line Status Register 

Debug will display the current value of the Line Status Register. 

 If the number is 60, this indicates the Receiver Buffer is empty, which means the 
loopback failed. This is bad! 

 If the number is 61, this indicates the character has been received. This is good! Go to 
step 12. 

 If the number is anything else, this indicates some type of transmission error. 

12. Receive and Verify 33  
Character 33 which was transmitted in step #10 is now waiting in the Receiver Buffer. 
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Question: Does the received data = 33? 

Type the following command to read the Receiver Buffer: 

Example for COM1 

 

  -i 3F8         ;Read the Receiver Buffer 

Example for COM5 

 

  -i 200         ;Read the Receiver Buffer 

Debug will display the data: 

 If the number is 33, this indicates successful loopback. This is good! Go to step 13. 
 If the number isn't 33, this indicates data corruption. This is bad! Stop here. 

13. Remove Loopback Jumper  
If everything has worked properly so far, the serial port can be given a clean bill of health. If you 
are skeptical about the loopback test, simply remove the loopback jumper and go back to step 
7. You should immediately notice loopback failures because you have broken the path between 
the Tx and Rx lines. 

Related Article:  

 VT1395 - COM Port Register Diagram 

### 

 

http://www.versalogic.com/kb/KB.asp?KBID=1395

